Site Council Minutes from 5/11/22
5:30-6:30 pm in the Schwegler Art Room
Those in attendance: Tricia Allen-parent, Kaci Haney-parent, Amber Baranski-parent and vice
chair, Jared Comfort-principal, Amy Shellhorn-PIF and secretary
Minutes were read and approved
DEN update by Mrs. Shellhorn: Was successful, we had 6 families for 6 weeks the first round
and ended with 5 families for 3 weeks during the second round. We shared at our last meeting
about the first rounds format and during the 3 week format we decided to have the adults go
with Ms. Long and work through the curriculum and book for Love and Logic while the other staff
did reading, math and science activities with the students. The rest of our time together was the
same as the first round. We would love to continue a similar program next year if there is any
funding to do so. We received positive feedback from the families that participated.
Building Goal Check in:
Dr. Comfort shared an update, see some points below:
Voice over with staff voices on slides is going to be part of the presentations now
After looking at climate survey -will address three highest results including -behavior and
learning/assessment
And then the three lowest results:
Climate, community and appearance
Started a thriving culture subgroup
Building goal1 &4 : shared K1, ⅔ and ⅘ data
They look at the standards and develop a useable format for the students
They utilize their resources to help teach the standard the best way possible
Want to have an essential question for kids to be able to answer based on the standards
Parents asked clarifying questions including:
CFAs vs. DCAs teacher created vs. district created
Every school has to do this
Parents had questions about how much communication happens between other schools and
staff in the district, there is some.
Building goal 2:
Having 100% of students experiencing at least 2 strategies of WICOR pulled from the AVID
program
Some of the goals on the articulation plan may need to be revisited and rewritten
Modifying AVID goals to fit grade levels
Parent asked about AVID continuing, budget shouldn’t change how we use AVID
Goal 3: Safe and Supportive Schools: CI3T implementation
Staff will revise any CI3T plans over the summer
ESC asked our needs: More time and funding to meet and plan for our goals
EOY district forms were filled out. We talked about our goal of sharing site council minutes
and information with the Schwegler community and how effective we were at achieving it. We all

agreed that we have shared the minutes and communication effectively via email, the school
website and the monthly newsletter. The vice chair will send our results to the district.
Our next meeting will be in the fall of 2022.

